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SUMMARY: This article discusses a number of important questions

concerning relaxation processes: the V-V energy transfer mechanism

inside 001(vQ molecules; the mechanisms involved in the main

reactions of water on relaxation processes; resonant energy transfer

between and 02 in CO 2  ; similarities and differences in the

relaxation rates for expansion and compression flows; and,

possibilities of non-equilibrium existing between different levels of

rotational energy and between different levels of vibrational energy

within the same vibrational mode. The article points out that it is

necessary to do more detailed research on these questions. The

content of these discussions is also appropriate for use with other

gas laser systems. C/U4LAa --. '

This article is a continuation of reference [I, and mainly

carries out an analysis of several important questions relating to

relaxation processes in this laser system.

I. THE RELAXATIO9 MECHANISM IN CO(V) CONSUMING LASER

PRODUCTION

The great majority of relaxation experiments are only able to

obtain measurements of the speed of energy transfer from OO,(s, N

to the $' and 12 composite vibrational mode (recognizing that the

latter is in local equilibrium). Moreover, they are not able to

precisely determine the end state of the reaction.

At the present time, the precise relaxation mechanism, except for

methods involving a small number of experiments, is still mainly

dependent on theoretical analysis.

From theoretical analysis, it is possible to know that the energy

differential AB in the V-V process (furnished or taken from

level movement) is reduced. The relaxation speed is rapidly

increased. In the process, the overall quantum number is increased.

And, the speed will take an abrupt drop [2].

Moore and others took the dependence relationships obtained from

experiments or the speeds of different systems (such as mixtures of

gases with various types of inertias) and made comparisons witi the

reduced mass relationships and the results of theoretical

calculations. They worked backward to deduce possible mechanisms of

relaxation [3]. It is recognized that 4E should be in the range

200-300 cm-' , and that 002(1110) is the main final state.

Kamimoto and others [4] as well as Sato and others LI:69] also tried
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handling the problem with wave excitation tube results for different
12relaxation mechanisms.

Optical-acoustic laws make it possible to empirically make a S

precise description of the ,G factor for relaxation mechanisms (V-V

(vibration energy ratio between the final reaction state in the

process and the initial state). As far as 0%, is concerned, the G

value is as shown in Table 1. For a series of work done by

Huetz-Aubert and others [I:39;5,6]* the results are shown in Table 2.

The lack of data for He in Table 2 is due to the similarities in

experimental data for sensitivites to ( , which lead to an

inability to determine values for * . It can be seen that

different relaxation mechanisms accompanying collisons can be

different. For inertial or noble gases, G seems to increase with

increases in mass. As far as double atom or multiple atom molecules

are concerned, there are no simple regularities. Slobodskaya L7], at

room temperature, determined G for 002 to be 0.9. Cannemeijer and

others [1:31,40;8] determined that, for pure 002 , the final state is 3P,

. When noble gases accompany the collisions, it is 2v2, . When N,

accompanies them, the final state is I .Sv, These results are not

clearly separable.

In summary, up to the present time, research concerning the

mechanism of laser output dissipation in 0O;( ,) has not been

adequate. Differing accompaniments to the collisions even exist to

the extent that, within different ranges of temperature, it is

possible to have different relaxation mechanisms. Under conditions at

the present time, we choose 11'0 to be the reaction's final state.

This is due to the fact that 110 and 0001 have energies which are

different by 272 cm This is small when compared to the 416cm*

for 030 and 0001 Moreover, the overall quantum number or

total quantum point for transition is low. This is also supported by

theoretical calculations [1:21] and the results of a number of

experiments
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, ja 4 Z 2000 1220 1200 0420 0400 000l 1110 0310 1000 (00 0200 0110

(3)4 2761'. ~ 2880 2591 2578 2349 2077 1933 1388 1836 1286 607

. 1.194 1.175 1.141 1.108 1.09? - 0.884 0.823 0.591 10.569 0.547 0.284

1. Table 1 G Factors for CO2 Molecules 2. Reaction Final State 3.

Energy Level (Cm / )

32 3tPN*M00 AXAI ~G 9'-
He *No N, r 00 r Xe

4 20 as 40 4483.7 131.3

G - 0.54±0.03 1 0.60±0-.01 0.80±0.01 0.68±0.01 0.85±0.01

1. Table 2 CO2 Measured by Optical Acoustic Law and G Factors for

the Compounds 2. Collision Accompaniment 3. Molecular Weight

II. THE MAIN EFFECTS OF WATER ON THE RELAXATION PROCESS

People very early turned their attention to the fact that minute

amounts of water will have large effects on the relaxation process.

In 00, lasers, a small amount of water greatly increases the speed

of the dissipation of laser output to lower energy levels of laser

light. Therefore, this obviously increases the gain [1:21]. Water,

besides being capable of acting as a collision accompaniment to

dissipate the laser or excitation output of CO;(V,.O0;(PS) and N;

can make it possible for V-V exch±anges to exist between raolecules; for exanple,
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02(1'2) + H2,0 .
E=-00,+HO'*(,)-928 cr.- 1 (1)

C00 (P,) + H20

-- (+0+H0"(V2) +754 cm.-1 (2)

Wo; (v,) + H20
CO; (V,) + HO (V, + 8 7 cm.

;+Hro (3) T

N,+H,0"(PS) + 7 cm- (4)

and so on. What types of relaxation mechanisms should one employ?

As far as research on pure water and the relaxation process is

concerned, the questions discussed above are decidedly worth dealing

with. In recent years, wave excitation tubes, lasers, supersonics and

the results of tests employing other similar methods demonstrate that
[9], at room temperature, the vibratory water membrane between *Vi

and .I is tightly coupled (transition probability p--l) ), and thatPo.11,

between "'" and v2 , that p,~0.47, between 2;, and a"'

and that p-0.28-0.47 , between Iv and level or normal

movement, there are very small changes in the speeds of water relaxation as

a function of changes in temperature. The V-T probability (-1/3)

at up to 4100K is basically the same as the results for room

temperature. As far as the speed of HO(V-T)-N2 is concerned, at

room temperature P-2.3x 10-', , when at 2000K, it is . 1/.50 .

The vibratory dissipation of laser emmision by water is far quicker

than other processes. It is possible to recognize that the vibratory

energy of water maintains overall equilibrium with normal or level

motion.

As far as the basic physical nature of water relaxation reactions

is concerned, there have already been done quite a number of

investigations. In particular among these, the recent calculations of

Shin demonstrate that LID] the strong affinity reaction between water

molecules (hydrogen bonds) are capable of forming weakly bonded

complexes. In transfers between the vibrations of ,O(vl, and 13

complexes, the energy difference is absorbed in rotational movement of

the water molecules. In this mechanism, the calculated low
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temperature (200-400K) relaxation speed agrees very well with

experiments. Moreover, at high temperatures, the V-R energy

transfer mechanism is the main one. This type of calculation for I

2000-4000K relaxation speeds is in line with data for wave excitation

tubes. Due to the fact that the common functions of these two types

of mechanisms are present, in the vicinity of 600K, P has an extreme

small value that is approximately 0.1.

Due to the fact that the vibratory relaxation speeds for water

are extremely fast, over all, one can take the vibrations of water and

see them as normal or level motion equilibrium. In this way, O;(V,)

and N have the energy of transition V-V to ' , and are then

completely equivalent to C0 2 (v2-+ T) -H 20 and N2(T).-H20.

It is only in the cases of the speeds between K(v 2-. T)-H 20 and Kv,--'vY

and between K(vx-T)-u.O and Kyv-'o"n that there are conversion

factors

and 1-e "/ °

At 300, 1000, and 2000K, they are respectively 0.960, 1.0005; 0.686,

1 .073; and, 0.559, 1.191. With the mechanism W-V one obtains the

data used in the relaxation process for the V-V mechanism, and,

with the V-T mechanism, one obtains the data used in the V-T

relaxation process. The results are exactly the same. Moreover,OO,(p,-O3aP,)-HO

and Ve-*V+vl, , speaking in terms of their basic natures,

are different. During these processes, they supply different energies

of level or ordinary motion (in a later process, ,vi obtains an

energy which is also similar to that provided in level or ordinary *

motion). Considering the equilibrium of "a and ordinary motion, the

conversion factor for the speeds of the two mechanisms is

(1--e- /)2

V A
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For 300, 450, 600, 1000, and 1500 K, these are respectively 1.086,

1.279, 1.536, 2.361, and 3.506. Because of this, Henderson and others

[1:83] made use of data obtained for 450 K from the last of the

mechanisms, and this made it possible to make use of the results from

the former of the mechanisms [1:26] to make mutual comparisons.

However, in spite of the fact that, at relatively low temperatures,

the data collected for the two mechanisms are not greatly different,

depending on which type of relaxation process mechanism the data used

comes from, the results certainly are different. It is worth

rejoicing about the fact that, in O002 laser systems, no very clear

or precise consideration has been given to OO),(V'-*V1, vs)-UO•

However , it certainly will not have any great effect. Because

of this fact, we simply take water and look at it as a collision,

accompaniment.

III. ON THE RESONANT TRANSFER ENERGY BETWEEN "'v AND V2 FOR CO2

This process involves the laser output dissipation for lower I

energy levels of CO2 lasers and its importance goes without saying.

Before the invention of lasers, there was no way, as far as these

processes were concerned, to carry out experimental research.

Recently, people have carried out a number of theoretical and

experimental studies; however, they are still very inadequate. These

experiments can be divided into three types. One is making precise

measurements of the capabilities of laser instruments using

theoretical modelq to indirectly estimate the speed of !2-+2P2

[I:95-971. The results of this are derived from the theoretical

model. In the analysis, whether or not the other speed data used are

sensitive to changes in relaxation speeds by measured parameters,is

very hard to determine precisely from the results. The results from .

different people are capable of differing two orders of magnitude.

The second problem is the gain measurements for pulse discharge

lasers [1:44, 90-92]. In experiments, there is no way to precisely

determine the final states of reactions. It is only possible to

obtain an average result. In the same way, it is necessary to have an

appropriate experimental model in order to analyze them. Moreover,

one needs the influences on the other speed processes (such as a

number of processes relating to speed chiasma relaxation, rotational

6



relaxation , pulse discharge, and electron collisions) in order to do

a detailed analysis. Different peoples' analyses are often very

different. The third problem is the laser double resonance law

[1:88,93]. It is capable of precisely measuring the particle count

and this measured data can be directly related to the relaxation

process. However, it is also only capable of directly reaching speeds

of 100-.0200 . It is also necessary, as concerns a number of

high speed processes which are capable of directly giving rise to

changes in the involved energy level particle counts, such as

rotational relaxation and Raman reactions, to make appropriate

analyses. The principal theoretical works are Sharma [1:89], (SB

theory) and Seeber [1:98] (improved 3SH theory). From theoretical

calculations it is possible to arrive at speeds for each possible type

of reaction. It is experiments for which there is no way to make

measurements. Because of the relative values of the speeds for

different reactions as obtained from theory, what is needed is

experimental analysis. As far as two types of theoretical results are

concerned, besides the individual separate reactions, their relative

differences are very large. Different experimenters often make use of

different theoretical results in order to explain and support their

own results.

In actuality, the laser output dissipation of P0,(1000) has

a very complicated mechanism

0(i100) +M w) n
(8)00, (0200) + M + 102.8 cn. -

Cos,(1000) + M

o00 (020) +M+52.7 (9o) 14

00,(020) +M. 00)

~=003 (020 0)+ M + 50 - r -1

00, (1000) + 00, (0000)

=002(010) +00 (010) +53.7 cn..-1

00, (0200) +00, (000)
--00 (01O) + 00,(0110) - 49.1 an -

00, (020) + 00, (0000)

q-00(olo)+ 00 (o1lo)+1. o. -1
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XC: XN:XH9 -0. 08:0.-91:0.01 I0i~~

. x 1 0 9 1 3 -x 1 0 3 1 . x 1 0 4 ( 1 - 5 ) x l 1 0 1 C - 1 0 . - 8x X 1 0

1. Table 3 Speeds of Various Types of Processes in 0% Laser Systems
(Room temperature, except for 17' being seconds - , in all cases,

is drag or shaft E -' seconds : ) 2. Interior Vibration Form 3.

Watts/sq. cm

Moreover, what primarily concerns us is the speed of the evacuated

laser lower energy level 1000 , that is, the speed of 100-2(0110).

In the laser dynamics research about which we are interested, it

has been suggested that we adopt for use the approximation of an

equilibrium between s'i and P2 . The basis for this is that

experimental measurements have arrived at the fact that (5), with a

speed o 300K, is 4x105  drag -'*. seconds -1 On the basis of

theoretical calculations CI:89,93,98J, the speed of (9) is 1 .1.x10

(8) and (9) are approximately equivalent. Also, in some situations,

one also has (6)+(10) and other such relaxation processes which cause

the laser output dissipation of 1000 to increase in speed. At times

when there are radiation fields involved, the particle count created

in the process of stimulating radiation can be extracted for

operational pirposes, and it is possible to use the equivalent speed

r-x in order to make estimated calculations [11]. In a natural light

chamber in which the strength of the illumination was 380 watts/sq.cm, i.'

was calculated out to be approximately 7.1x loseconds :, L123

(see Table 3). It appears as though, except for times when the

intensity of the light is exceptionally strong (> 10' watts/sci.cm),

it is always possible to adopt the approximation of an equilibrium

between &,, and 1,
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IV. SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES IN THE SPEEDS OF RELAXATION IN
COMPRESSION FLOWS AND EXPANSION FLOWS

In 1964, Hurle and others [13] discovered that reflected shock l_

waves of heated Ifs in jet tube expansion flows require one to take

the relaxation duration measured in excitation or shock wave

compression flows and greatly shorten it ( 'o times). Only then is it

possible to explain the phenomena in expansion wave experiments•. ,

Moreover, excitation or shock wave compression flows and the data

obtained from other experimental methods (supersonic, photoemissive

and so on) are in line with each other. This startling result

immediately caught peoples' attention and promoted experimental and

theoretical research. Concerning this matter, Hurle carried out a

detailed evaluation L16]. At the high temperatures which are made use

of in compression flows, the high vibratory kinetic energy levels for

non-harmonic strengths will show obvious concentrations. Moreover, as

far as the energy relaxation processes which are obtained when one

deals with the relaxation speeds gotten from expansion flows are

concerned, when one takes the resonating particles and assumes them to

be the basis, it is recognized that the interior of the vibratory form

or mode is in a quasi-balanced distribution ( V-V speeds are far

greater than V-T speeds) [17]. Through mutual comparisons with

compression flow experiments, Treanor and others developed the•

theoretical analysis of non-resonant particle systems [18]. Due to

the fact that V-V is very much faster than the V-T process, the

vibratory distribution function will show distortions, causing the

vibratory temperatures which are equivalent to the 0->1 transition to•

go down. therefore, it will seem as if the speed of the excitation

output dissipation has been speeded up.

The two types of systems on which relatively broad research has

been done are 00 and AN . A detailed analysis of the results of 0

experiments with 00 demonstratesthat the unusually large ' .values

which were obtained by Russo and his coworkers are due to their

possible introduction of small amounts of materials into samples. In

wave excitation tube experiments, it was extremely easy to introduce (0).

This was par'ticularly true under high temperatures for H atoms '

p~roduced by ionization, and, on the relaxation of CO, thisik

* jv'ny'j'v~i



produced very great effects. The experiments of Von Rosenberg and

others demonstrate [14] that, in systems which include 5% CO, the

introduction of 100 ppm of f, will then cause 4 to go to 10, and

500 ppm will cause it to go to 100. The recent experiments of Nasser

and others have been relatively detailed [15], and they have given

their attention to the various kinds of related factors which

influence the experiments. They have arrived at 4-2.

Moreover, they definitely gave their attention to a comparison with

non-resonsant particle theory and gave consideration to the influences

of experimental precision and the speed of V-V on theoretical

calculations. They recognize that theory and experimentation match 0

well with each other.

Impurities are not capable of having that large an effect on As

expansion flows. In non-resonant reactions under 'JN expansion flow

conditions, it is not possible to create 41 >5. The fact that a

number of people have obtained large 0 values is due to the error

from the sodium line inversion method of measuring vibration

temperatures. Originally, everyone recognized thatQa(2S)+N,(-7.8)-

Na('P) +N- (-- 0) is resonant; that is. that the sodiun

electron temperature .T, and the T. resonance temperature are (15,

equivalent. In 1972, MacDonald [19] , making use of the non-resonant

energy transfer model between Ja-N, which was presented in [20],

discovered that, when T,>T , T, was obviously larger than T,. S

He used this model to explain anew the experiments of Hurle and

his coworkers as well as his own experiments. In all cases, he

arrived at the result obr.-i . Kewley [21] took this result and

used it with the experiments which Hurle had begun [13]. He also •

arrived at -1 -4oThis can be explained by a non-resonant reaction.

Expansion flow experiments on 00, systems are very few [2]. The

results of experiments which make use of non-resonant models to handle

in a new way the sodium line inversion method make it possible to ,

obtain the result 0_1i

it is entirely possible to make use of pressure compression

experiments to obtain measurements for relaxation speeds, except for S

the errors introduced by data handling and extraneous materials.

Between the two of these factors, it is possible to have errors and

differences in relaxation speeds with these coming mainly from

non-resonance. Also, for the temperatures in which we are interested

10OWN



(<200()K), non-resonant effects are not large [17]. In reality,

non-equilibrium expansion flow calculations and experiments agree very

well [1:2]. To explain it in another way, numerical data on

relaxation in expansion flows is also usable.

V. ON "LOCALIZED EQUILIBRIUM" INSIDE VIBRATION FORMS

Given the assumption of resonant particles, the vibratory form V-V

transfer is precisely resonant, and its transition probability -1, .

However, because of the non-resonant reaction, for the interval

between adjacent vibratory kinetic energy levels AE.2wx(v-1)

is the upper energy level quantum number, and % is the

spectrum constant. A number of molecules, particularly those

molecules that contain hydrogen, have a com. which is quite large.

They have a high vibration shock wave form, and their non-resonance is

completely obvious. This is precisely the problem of whether or not

the overall energy can maintain localized equilibrium within a

vibratory form or mode. The key to this is whether or not, when

comparisons are made between the V-V exchange within a vibrational

form and other processes within the system, the former is much faster

than the latter. Theoretical analyses of CO and chemical lasers

indicates thgt, within vibration modes, the V-V energy transfer

speed has a considerable influence on its nature. In the c se of 100,

pulse excitation lasers, there are people who also acknowledge that it

is possible to destroy the local equilibrium within vibration forms

[1-95].

In recent years, in conjunction with laser research, theoretical

and experimental research has been carried out concerning the 7-V

energy transfer within vibration forms for a series of molecules. 8

They arrived at AB()+AB()-- AB(t-1)+AB(l) speeds for different v .0

and under different temperature conditions. If HF[22], at room

temperature, has '= 2,3,4 respectively; it is 0.68, 1.4, and 1.2x 106

(drag or shaft G . seconds -  Same as below). The HCI[23] v

= 2 reverse reaction speed, at room temperature, is 1 .4 x o , and,

1!!ZI



at 700K, is 3.2x to', TiBr[24] " = 2, at room temperature, is 1 .7x 10',

and , at 600K, is 5x 1w:0 DF[25], at room temperature, has a reverse

reaction speed which, for v=2, is 7x10, and, for v>2, is 1.61 2 x7 x1'.

For C0O26], at lOOK, t' = 2's 6.2x 1 i 5 u = 7's 2.5x 1C0 . At

300K,'v-2's 6.2x i04-0.V = ll's 1.5x In At 500K, v = 2's 2.8xl0'-+v

= 12's 1.4x 103 . It is possible to see that, as far as low vibration

energy levels are concerned, V-V speeds within vibration forms

reach 101-10'.. Compared to the generality of T-V and TY-T speeds,

this is very much faster. Moreover, when v is large, the speed is

only of the 101 order of magnitude. This is certainly obviously

faster than the other processes.

00s molecules have three vibration forms or modes (one of them is

a two degree arrangement of simple forms). Between different

vibration forms, there exist complicated energy transfer processes.

Up to the present time, we have not seen direct measurements of V--V speed

within vibration modes. Burak, et al., measured the speed of.0l0Oi+011O*Olala

at room temperature, to be 5.3x 108 [27]. It occurs between the

different vibration forms within molecules. However, this result

"wipes off" the upper energy levels of lasers. As concerns this

process, Doyennett and others measured the temperature relationship to

be room temperature 3.7x '10 ->900K 1 .5x 10' L281. What is required is

direct measurements of V-Vspeeds within the vibration forms of 00,s

due to the fact that the non-resonant characteristics of the

various vibration forms of CO, are all small (corresponding to thevi,,0 .

of W , respectively 0.3, 1.3, and 12.5 cm . As a comparison, aO

HC1,HF. and HBr are respectively 15.16, 52.05, 45.71, and 45.21 , and

because, as far as the reciprical applications of 00, are concerned, S

the moments of inertia are all ordinary, consequently, it is predicted

that the V-V speed within the vibration forms will be 101-10, Under the

general run of conditions (vibration, temperature, and probability),

the only clear concentrations there are are the several relatively

small vibrational non-resonant energy levels on the bottom surface.

Because of this, when radiation fields are not too strong (< 10'

wattF/sq.cm), and when the pulse width is larger than milliseconds

(see Table 3), it is recognized that there exist within the vibration

forms localized equilibria, and that this will be a good

approximation. At this'time, one should make use of energy relaxation

processes. Moreover, at times when the vibrational forms are severely

12
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out of equilibrium, that is, the ,VV speeds within the vibration

forms are much smaller than for other processes, it is possible to

recognize that the vibration is only "frozen" at the lowest level of

vibrational energy. At this time, one should make use of the particle

count process [17].

VI. ON EQUILIBRIUM BETWEEN ROTATIONAL ENERGY LEVELS

All molecular light excitation occurs between certain specific

rotational energy levels. Obviously, rotational relaxation has an

influence on the capabilities of lasers. As far as transitional

competition in lasers is concerned, the reactions involved in the

burning of holes all have their physical basis in rotational 16

relaxation. In recent years, in-depth research has been carried out

appropriate to a need in the area of the clusterings of laser nuclei

and the influences which rotational relaxation and short pulse lasers

have on this [29]. The research makes clear that milli-microsecond

pulse lasers and all the excitation energies and pulse wave forms

which they are capable of picking up and putting out are very greatly

influenced by the rotational relaxation interval ' . Under

classical conditions, it is only when the pulse width is larger than

15 that one is able to approximately assert that the degree of

rotational freedom lies at equilibrium. When doing research on the

rotational energy of HF, it was also discovered that high V-I

rotational energy excitation states are not able to reach rotational

equilibrium [30].

There are people who have discovered that the vibrational

relaxation periods of the 20 rotational energy levels for j = 4 to 46

in 003(10°0) vary with changes in J and they recognize

that the rotation which exists is not in equilibrium. However, the

results of these experiments are still under discussion L311.

As far as whether or not one sees equilibrium between rotational

energy levels is concerned, basically speaking, it depends on the

rotational relaxation speed relative to the size of other processes.

For a long time, a large amount of theoretical calculations and

experimental measurements have been done on rotational relaxation

[1:13]. It is already known that the rotational relaxations for

double atom or multiple atom molecules are all very fast, developing

13



rotational transition collision numbers of Za <10. It is only for

molecules containing hydrogen that it is possible to reach the ZR

fist and second orders of magnitude. As concerns :00a , if one takes

as the collision accompaniments and the rotational 00, N, He

relaxation speeds for their '0001 energr levels to be respectively

1.3, 1.2, and 0.6x IOT drag or shaft G . seconds - [32], then,

they are of the same order of magnitude as the gas collision

frequencies, and, in addition, one discovers that the speeds vary with

changes in -1 . In the vicinity of J = 19, there is an extremely

large value. As concerns the relationship of temperature, we have not

seen experimental results for 006 . However, research concerning

other systems makes it clear that the speed of rotational relaxation

does not follow changes in temperature to any great degree. It is

worth noting that Rabitz and others have made theoretical analyses of

rotational relaxation speeds under supersonic conditions and for free

jets, and wave excitation tubes. This analysis demonstrates that the

speeds obtained through the three methods are the same at low

temperatures. However, at relatively high temperatures (>200K), they

differ from each other [33].

In extremely short pulse (pulse widths smaller than 15 'R. )h

laser apparatuses, it is possible to take all the vibration relaxation

processes and view them as frozen, only considering the influence of

rotational relaxation. Besides this, as far as 00, systems are

concerned, it is only when radiation fields are extremely strong (>IW-i'

watts/sq.cm) that it is possible to see the occurrence of

rotational non-equilibrium reactions (see Table 3). Generally, it is

possible in all cases to adopt the assumption of rotational

equilibrium. In the case of molecules that contain hydrogen, the

range in which it is appropriate to make this assumption needs to be

contracted.
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